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Principal at Jazz Impact. Using jazz to teach organizations the skills of: Leadership, Employee Engagement, Autonomy, Passion, Risk, Innovation, Listening.
Autonomy
Reliability
Persistence
Risk
Operate from an Abundance Perspective
Innovation
Flexible Organizational Skills
Listening
Honesty
Openness
Willingness
Trust
Initiative
Sensitivity
Curiosity
Apprenticeship
It’s Not about the Context; it’s about the Collaboration.
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Activity: Listen for turn-taking & supporting

JL: I think this is the best choice - wdyt?: this one starts at 2:18 - and you can see the different instruments take their turn:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DvWvzRHDYg8

- This may work if we don’t get anything better.

When the Saints Go Marching In (Jam Session), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVqo_h5rBw8

some options: starting at :56 on this one; don’t need the pictures though:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CS2PDhBZqKw